EVALUATING INTERIOR ZONES

1. List the rooms found in each of the following areas:
   a. Living/social area
   b. Sleeping/private area
   c. Service/work area

2. What is circulation (or a traffic pattern)?

3. How much space should be allowed for circulation paths?

4. What principles should a good family circulation pattern follow?
   a.
   b.
   c.
   d.

5. What is a work triangle? Why is it important that this triangle be small and that no cross traffic should interfere with it?
6. What other aspects of a good work circulation pattern should be considered?
   a.
   b.

7. Where should you locate a service entrance for the most efficient service circulation pattern?

8. What parts of the house are involved in guest circulation?

9. Room relationships are important because they provide convenience and privacy. List three important relationships to consider.
   a.
   b.
   c.

10. What drawings are included in a typical set of house plans?

11. What scale is most commonly used for residential plans?